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Let m # N. Denote by N(11(m)) the normalizer of 11 (m) in PSL2(R). Then
(i) N(11 (4))=N(10 (4))=10 (2 | 2)+; (ii) if m{4, then N(11 (m))=10 (m)+.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let m be a positive integer and let 11 (m) be the congruence subgroup
of the modular group PSL2 (Z) defined by
11 (m)={A # PSL2 (Z) : A#\\10
b
1+ (mod m)= .
In this short note, we will prove that
(i) N(11 (4))=N(10 (4))=10 (2 | 2)+,
(ii) if m{4, then N(11 (m))=10 (m)+.
This completes the determination of the normalizers of 1(m), 11 (m), and
10 (m). The most crucial part of our study of N(11 (m)) is the determina-
tion of a supergroup of N(11 (m)) (S is a supergroup of T if TS).
Inspired by Conway’s work ‘‘Understanding Groups like 10 (N),’’ we are
able to show that 10 (mn | n)+, for some n, is a supergroup of N(11 (m))
(Lemma 2). Once the supergroup is obtained, the normalizer N(11 (m))
can be determined by straightforward calculation.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state,
without proof, many of Conway’s results about lattices commensurable
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with Z_Z. In Section 3, we study the action of 11(m) on the Big Picture
and prove that 10 (mn | n)+, for some n, is a supergroup of N(11 (m)).
The fact that N(11 (m))=10 (m)+ (m{4) is proved in Section 4.
Notation. (N1) Suppose that m=n2 B, where B is square free. The
group
\1n0
0
1+ 10 (B) \
n
0
0
1+
is denoted by 10 (mn | n)=10 (nB | n). Note that elements in 10 (nB | n)
are of the form
\ acnB
bn
d + .
(N2) For each exact divisor e of B=mn2, an AtkinLehner involu-
tion of 10 (nB | n) is a matrix of the form
we=
1
- e \
ae
cnB
bn
de +
with determinant 1. The group generated by 10 (nB | n) and its Atkin
Lehner involutions is denoted by 10 (mn | n)+=10 (nB | n)+. Note that
one can also define the AtkinLehner involution we to be
\ aecnB
bn
de +
with determinant e.
(N3) lM, gh is a lattice of Q_Q generated by (M, gh) and (0, 1),
where M # Q+, h # N, and 0gh<1 is a fraction in its lowest term. Note
that if g=0, then h=1. When g=0, we denote the lattice lM, 0h by lM .
(N4) Let _=( ac
b
d) # PSL2 (R), v=(x, y) # Q_Q. Then _ sends v to
v_=(x, y) \ac
b
d+ .
2. THE BIG PICTURE OF CONWAY
Conway, in his paper [C], studied the lattices commensurable with Z_Z
(two lattices A and B are commensurable with each other if and only if
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A & B is of finite index in both A and B). Among many useful and impor-
tant results, the following are particularly useful in our study of the
normalizer of 11 (m).
(1) Two lattices A and B of Q_Q are said to be equivalent to each
other if there exists some * # Q&[0] such that *A=B. Each equivalence
class has a unique representative of the form
lM, gh=( (M, gh), (0, 1)) ,
where M # Q+, h # N, and 0gh<1 is a fraction in its lowest term. The
equivalence class that contains lM, gh is denoted by LM, gh . When g=0, we
denote the class LM, 0h by LM .
(2) Let LM, gh and LM$, g$h$ be two equivalence classes. Then there
exists a basis B such that [LM, gh]B=L1 , [LM$, g$h$]B=Lm , for some
m # N. m is uniquely determined by LM, gh and LM$, g$h$ . The hyperdistance
between LM, gh and LM$, g$h$ is defined to be
d(LM, gh , LM$, g$h$)=m.
In particular, d(L1 , Lm)=m.
(3) An edge is a set of two equivalence classes [X, Y] such that the
hyperdistance d(X, Y) is p, where p is a prime.
(4) The set of the equivalence classes of lattices commensurable
with Z_Z (points) together with the edges defined in (3) is called the Big
Picture.
Definition. Denote the big picture by 0.
(a) Let X=Lp1e1p2e2 } } } prer, ap1d1p2d2 } } } prdr # 0, where ei # Z, dj # N _ [0], and
[ p1 , p2 , ..., pr] is a set of r distinct primes. The projection of X with
respect to pi , denoted by Kpi (X), is defined to be the class Lpiei, bpidi , where
0bpdii <1 is a proper fraction such that a#b (mod p
di
i ). The collection
of all the Kpi (X)’s is denoted by Kpi (0).
(b) Let LM, gh # Kp(0) and LM$, g$h$ # Kq(0), where p and q are dis-
tinct primes. The product of LM, gh and LM$, g$h$ is the class LMM$, ahh$ ,
where a#g (mod h) and a#g$ (mod h$). Similarly, the product of
x # Kp(0), y # Kq(0), ..., z # Kr(0) is the class X such that
Kp (X)=x, Kq (X)= y, ..., Kr (X)=z .
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(5) A cell is a product
‘
t
i+1
ci ,
where ci # Kpi (0) is either a point or an edge ( p i { pj iff i{ j). A class
LM, gh is a 0-cell. An edge [X, Y] is a 1-cell. An easy example of a 2-cell
is [L7]_[L2 , L4]_[L3 , L9]=[L42 , L84 , L126 , L252]. The stabilizer of a
cell is the set of all _ # PSL2(R) such that _ leaves the cell invariant (as a
set).
(6) Let m= paqb } } } rc, where p, q, ..., r are primes. The ( pa | 1)-thread
is the union of the edges [L1 , Lp] _ [Lp , Lp2] _ } } } _ [Lpa&1 , Lpa]. The
(m | 1)-thread is the product of the ( pa | 1)-, (qb | 1)-, ..., (rc | 1)-threads.
(7) The center cell of the ( pa | 1)-thread is either Lpa2 (if a is even) or
the edge [Lp(a+1)2 , Lp(a&1)2] (if a is odd). The center cell of the (m | 1)-thread
is the product of the center cells of the ( pa | 1)-, (qb | 1)-, ..., (rc | 1)-threads,
where m= paqb } } } rc.
(8) A class LM, gh is fixed by 11 (m) if M # N, h2 is a divisor of
m, and M is a divisor of mh2. The set of all such classes is called the
(m | 1)-bead. The stabilizer of the (m | 1)-bead is the set of all _ # PSL2(R)
such that _ leaves the (m | 1)-bead invariant (as a set).
(9) The center cell of the (m | 1)-bead is defined to be the center cell
of the (m | 1)-thread.
(10) Let m=n2B, where B is square free. Then a class X belongs to
the center cell of the (m | 1)-bead if and only if X is of the form Lnx , where
x is a divisor of B.
Example 1. The center cell of the (2535 | 1)-bead. As the center cell of
the (25 | 1)-thread and (35 | 1)-thread are [L4 , L8] and [L9 , L27]; respec-
tively, the center cell of the (2535 | 1)-bead is the product
[L4 , L8]_[L9 , L27]=[L2232 , L2233 , L2332 , L2333] .
The following is the diagram of the center cell.
2232 w 2233
| |
2332 w 2333
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Example 2. The stabilizer of the (33 | 1)-bead. The following is the
diagram of the (33 | 1)-bead. Note that the class LM, gh in the diagram is
denoted by the notation M, gh.
3, 13 1, 13
| |
27 w 9 w 3 w 1
| |
3, 23 1, 23
The center cell is the edge [L3 , L9]. Let _ be a member of PSL2 (R). Sup-
pose that _ leaves the (33 | 1)-bead invariant. As _ leaves the hyperdistance
invariant (det _=1), _ fixes the center cell [L3 , L9]. It follows that the sta-
bilizer of the (33 | 1)-bead is a subgroup of the stabilizer of the center cell.
Applying the proof of Lemma 1 (Section 3), the stabilizer of the center cell
[L3 , L9] is the group 10 (9 | 3)+.
3. N(11 (m))10 (nb | n)+
For each positive integer m, we may write m as
m=n2B= paqb } } } rc ,
where B is square free. We shall prove in this section that 10 (nB | n)+ is
a supergroup of N(11 (m)) (Lemma 2).
Lemma 1. Let m=n2B= paqb } } } rc, where B is square free. Then the
stabilizer of the (m | 1)-bead is 10 (nB | n)+.
Proof. Applying (10), t=[LnB , Ln ] is a subset of the center cell (if
B=1, then t=[Ln ]).
Suppose that
_=\a1c1
b1
d1+ # PSL2 (R)
leaves the (m | 1)-bead invariant. As _ leaves the hyperdistance invariant
(_ has determinant 1), _ leaves the center cell of the (m | 1)-bead invariant.
This implies that t_ is a subset of the center cell. By (10), we conclude that
L_nB=LnB1 , L
_
n=LnB2 ,
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where B1 and B2 are divisors of B. This implies that
( (nB, 0), (0, 1)) _= ( (na1B, nb1 B), (c1 , d1)) # LnB1 (3.1)
and
( (n, 0), (0, 1)) _= ( (na1 , nb1), (c1 , d1)) # LnB2 . (3.2)
Furthermore, since _ preserves the hyperdistance,
B1B2=d(LnB1 , LnB2)=d(L
_
nB , L
_
n)=d(LnB , Ln)=B .
As
(a) B=B1B2 ,
(b) ( (na1B, nb1 B), (c1 , d1)) and (nB1 , 0), (0, 1)) are members of
LnB1 ,
(c) the discriminants of ( (na1B, nb1B), (c1 , d1)) and (nB1 , 0), (0, 1))
are nB and nB1, respectively,
we conclude that
( (na1B- B2 , nb1B- B2 ), (c1 - B2 , d1 - B2 )) = (nB1 , 0), (0, 1)) . (3.3)
Similar to the above, (3.2) implies that
( (- B2na1 , - B2nb1), (- B2 c1 , - B2d1))=( (nB2 , 0), (0, 1)) . (3.4)
An easy observation of (3.4) shows that
(i) - B2na1 and - B2c1 are multiples of nB2 ,
(ii) - B2nb1 and - B2d1 are integers.
Hence
a1=a- B2 , b1=bn - B2 , c1=c2 n - B2 , d1=d2 - B2 ,
where a, b, c2 , and d2 are integers. Similarly, (3.3) implies
(iii) c1 - B2 is a multiple of nB1 ,
(iv) d1 - B2 is an integer.
Hence
c2=cB1 , d2=dB2 ,
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where c, d # Z. It follows that _ takes the following form
\ a - B2cnB1 - B2
bn - B2
d - B2 +=\
1n
0
0
1+
1
- B2 \
aB2
cB
b
dB2+\
n
0
0
1+ .
It is clear that _ is in 10 (nB | n) if B2=1. In the case B2>1, since B is
square free, B2 is an exact divisor of B. Hence _ is an AtkinLehner involu-
tion of 10 (nB | n) associated to B2 (we assume the determinant of an Aktin
Lehner involution is 1). It follows that _ # 10 (nB | n)+.
Conversely, for each _ # 10 (nB | n)+ , _ is of the form
1
- e \
ae
cnB
bn
de +=\
1n
0
0
1+
1
- e \
ae
cB
b
de+\
n
0
0
1+ ,
where e=1 or is an exact divisor of B. It follows that _ leaves the center
cell of the (m | 1)-bead invariant. Since
(i) _ leaves the center cell of the (m | 1)-bead invariant,
(ii) _ leaves the hyperdistance invariant,
_ leaves the (m | 1)-bead invariant. This completes the proof of the lemma.
K
Lemma 2. 10 (m)+ N(11 (m))10 (nB | n)+.
Proof. Direct calculation shows that 10 (m)+ is a subgroup of
N(11 (m)). For each _ # N(11 (m)), L # (m | 1)-bead, it is clear that
L_11(m)=L11(m) _=L_ .
This implies that L_ is fixed by 11 (m). Applying (8) of Section 2, L_ is a
member of the (m | 1) bead. As a consequence, _ leaves the (m | 1)-bead
invariant. The lemma now follows by applying Lemma 1. K
4. NORMALIZER OF 11 (m)
Let m=n2B be a positive integer (B is square free). We shall prove in
this section that
(i) N(11 (4))=N(10 (4))=10 (2 | 2)+,
(ii) if m{4, then N(11 (m))=10 (m)+.
Lemma 3. Suppose that m{4. Then the normalizer of 11 (m) in
10 (nB | n) is a subgroup of 10 (m)+.
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Proof. Let
:=\ acnB
bn
d + # 10(nB | n), _=\
x
mz
y
w+ # 11 (m).
An easy calculation shows that :_:&1 takes the form
\ adx+bdmzn&acmyn&bcwmn
2
d 2mz+cdmxn&c2m2yn2&cdmwn
a2y+abwn&abxn&b2mzn2
adw+acmyn&bcmxn2&bdmzn+ .
Since x#w#\1 (mod m), one has
(i) the (2, 1)-entry of :_:&1 is a multiple of m,
(ii) the (1, 2)-entry of :_:&1 is an integer.
Since m{4, ad&bcB=1, and x#w#\1 (mod m), (1, 1) and (2, 2)
entries of :_:&1 are congruent to 1 or &1 modulo m if and only if
acy&bdz is a multiple of n (note that acy&bdz does not have to be a
multiple of n if m=4). As _ can be
\10
1
1+ or \
1
m
0
1+ ,
both ac and bd are multiples of n. Hence : normalizes 11 (m) if and only
if ac and bd are multiples of n.
Suppose that both ac and bd are multiples of n. We may rewrite m as
m=n2B=(vu)2 B ,
where v is the largest divisor of n such that gcd(v, B)=1. Note that this
implies that gcd(v, uB)=1 and the set of prime divisors of u is a subset of
the set of prime divisors of B. Since ad&bcB=1,
(B, ad )=1 .
Since the set of prime divisors of u is a subset of the set of prime divisors
of B,
(u, ad )=1.
Summing up the above,
(i) (u, ad )=1,
(ii) u | n | ac and u | n | bd.
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This implies that u divides both b and c. Hence b=b0u, c=c0 u, and
:=\ ac0mv
b0 v
d + .
For each prime divisor p of v, let pr be an exact divisor of v. Since
gcd(v, uB)=1, pr is an exact divisor of n=uv. Since pr | v | n | ac,
pr | v | n | bd (ac and bd are multiples of n) and ad&bcB=1, either
(a) pr divides both a and d, or
(b) pr divides both b=b0 u and c=c0u.
Since gcd( pr, u)| gcd(v, u)=1, (b) implies that
(c) pr divides both b0 and c0 .
This implies that : is of the form
:=\ a$Dc$mD
b$D
d $D+=
1
- D2 \
a$D2
c$m
b$
d $D2+ ,
where D is an exact divisor of v. Since gcd(v, uB)=1 and D2 is an exact
divisor of v2, D2 is an exact divisor of m. It is clear that : is in 10 (m) if
D=1 and : is an AtkinLehner involution of 10 (m) associated to D2 if
D>1 (we assume the determinant of an AktinLehner involution is 1).
This implies that : is a member of 10 (m)+ . K
Lemma 4. Let e be an exact divisor of B=mn2 and let w$e be an
AtkinLehner involution of 10 (nB | n). Then w$e 10 (nB | n) admits an
AtkinLehner involution we such that we is an AtkinLehner involution of
10 (m).
Proof. For each prime p, let pt and pk be the exact divisors of B and
n, respectively. It follows that pt+2k is an exact divisor of m. This implies
that there exists x and y (integers) such that
pt+2kx&mypt+2k=1.
Denote by w the element
\ xp
k+t2
ympk+t2
1pk+t2
pk+t2 +=
1
- p2k+t \
xp2k+t
ym
1
p2k+t+ .
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It is clear that w is an AtkinLehner involution of 10 (m) (associate to
p2k+t). Since w is also an AktinLehner involution of 10 (nB | n) (associate
to pt). We conclude that for each exact divisor e of B, there exists an
AtkinLehner involution we # w$e 10 (nB | n) such that we is also an
AtkinLehner involution of 10 (m). K
Lemma 5. Suppose that m{4. Let e be an exact divisor of B=mn2 and
let w$e be an AtkinLehner involution of 10 (nB | n) associated to e. Suppose
that : # w$e10 (nB | n). Then : normalizes 11 (m) if and only if : # 10 (m)+.
Proof. Let we be chosen as in Lemma 4. It follows that
we10 (nB | n)=w$e10 (nB | n) .
We decompose we10(nB | n) as the disjoint union
. wexj 10 (m) ,
where xj # 10 (nB | n). Since w&1e 10 (nB | n) we=10 (nB | n), there exists
yj # 10 (nB | n) such that x j=w&1e yjwe . Hence
wexj 11 (m)(wexj)&1= yjwe11 (m) w&1e y
&1
j = y j11 (m) y
&1
j .
Consequently,
wexj 11 (m)(wexj)&1=11 (m)
if and only if
yj # N10(nB | n)(11 (m))10 (m)+
(Lemma 3). This implies that : # w$e10(nB | n) normalizes 11 (m) if and
only if : # 10(m)+. K
Lemma 6. Suppose that m{4. Then N(11 (m))=10 (m)+ .
Proof. Decompose 10 (nB | n)+ as
. w$e10 (nB | n) .
Applying lemmas 2, 3, and 5, N(11(m))=10(m)+. This completes the
proof of the lemma. K
We may now state the result of this article.
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Theorem 7. Denote by N(11 (m)) the normalizer of 11 (m) in PSL2(R).
Then
(i) N(11 (4))=N(10 (4))=10 (2 | 2)+,
(ii) if m{4, then N(11 (m))=10 (m)+.
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